
Scientific Climate Change Facts – 2020

We keep being told by the media, politicians and celebrities that Anthropogenic Climate Change is a
scientific fact.  They tell  us that science has totally proved that it  is  occurring due to carbon dioxide
emissions from fossil fuel use by humans. 

Under standard logic, if a statement or belief can be contradicted (called the Law of Non-Contradiction)
then it cannot be accepted as true and must be discarded. This discarding of contradicted belief doesn’t
occur  with  Anthropogenic  Climate  Change  when  scientists  produce  contradictory  data.  This  is
unscientific because scientists are trained in one or more of the following techniques which derive their
factual discoveries from non-contradiction:

• Scientific Method

• Empirical science

• Koch's Postulates

For your own personal information, IPA has released their book of scientific papers, ‘Climate Change:
The  Facts  2020”.  Read  the  book  and  follow  the  established  logic  protocol,  The  Law  of  Non-
Contradiction,  and  see  that  much  of  what  is  touted  as  proof  of  human-caused  climate  change  is
contradicted scientifically and therefore should be rejected.

Purchase it here: LINK

ARTICLE SUMMARIES

Here are important points from the scientific papers which make up the book. A set of brief Fact Sheets
are provided by IPA as summaries of these academic papers. 

Walruses, Polar Bears and the Fired Professor

• Walruses and polar bears are flourishing. 
• Polar bear population has increased from about 10,000 in the 1960s to around 28,500 these days. 
• ‘Climate change’ poses no threat to these creatures.
• It is a normal polar bears tactic to chase walruses off cliffs so they can eat the carcasses.
• Naturally  occurring  events  with  these  animals  are  being  used  politically  to  promote  ‘climate

change’.
• Political activism now overshadows rational and evidence-based discussion about the real facts.
• Scientists who disagree with the pseudo science of ‘climate change’ have their careers destroyed.
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Climate Change in the Polar Regions: A Perspective

• Recent climate change in polar regions is not out of the ordinary (‘unprecedented’).
• Al Gore predicted in 2007 that the Arctic would be ice-free by 2013 – it’s still there. 
• Ice sheets are not falling into the sea.
• World sea levels are continuing to rise, but very, very slowly.
• The long-term trend does not support the theory that melting ice sheets are accelerating it.
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Counting Emperor Penguins

• There is absolutely no evidence that Emperor Penguin numbers are declining.
• The publicised ‘crash’ of penguin colony populations were declines caused by bird emigration to

other colonies and from colony relocation. It does not represent extinction.
• There is no evidence population changes in the colonies is caused by ‘climate change’. Instead, local

factors cause constant fluctuations.
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Fire and Ice, Volcanoes at Antarctica

• 91 volcanoes have been recently discovered at West Antarctica. These lie underneath a kilometre
thick ice sheet.

• The ice sheet has co-existed with these volcanoes for millions of years.
• Some of the volcanoes are erupting under the ice without breaching the surface. They will continue

erupting.
• Fears that the volcanoes will melt the ice sheet causing a rapid rise in sea level are unfounded.
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Sacred Bubbles in Ice Cores

• Arctic ice cores do not demonstrate a link between CO2 and temperature rise, and so, do not prove
climate change is man-made.

• Air bubbles in ice cores show that temperature changes have caused changes in CO2 in the past, not
the reverse.

• The CO2 levels in ice cores are moderated during the settling of the snow.
• Ancient air bubbles trapped in Arctic ice do not provide precise and reliable evidence of man-made

climate change. 
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Monitoring Temperatures and Sea Ice with Satellites

• Global warming in the atmosphere has been accurately measured by satellites since 1979. 
• Satellite records show an increase in global temperature of  +0.13ºC/decade. This is half the rate of

climate models
• Satellite observations between 1979 & 2019 show that the area of Antarctic sea ice has increased

while Arctic sea ice has declined.
• Real-world scientific global temperature observations reveal that climate models focussing on CO2

emissions are inaccurate. This cast doubt on whether increases in CO2 really drive recent global
temperature rises.
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Winter Temperature Trends in Antarctica

• The location is a good test of Anthropogenic Climate Change which predicted increased warming.
• The winter temperatures grouped from a spread of weather stations show a warming from 1959-

1989 (+0.19ºC/decade) and a cooling from 1989-2018 (-0.10ºC/decade).
• Overall temperature trend does not agree with Climate Change theory
• No evidence of global warming that can be attributed to human emissions of CO2.

No Evidence of Warming at Mawson, Antarctica

• Measurements taken from three sites along 3,000 kilometres of the coastline of East Antarctica show
no significant warming or cooling in the period since 1954.

• The expected impacts in Antarctica caused by rising atmospheric CO2 have not occurred because
powerful natural climatic forces in the region are the determining factor.

• Climate models predicted that global warming effects would be extreme in both of the polar regions.
Actual observations have been very different showing no trend of warming or cooling.
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Deconstructing Two Thousand Years of Temperature Change at Antarctica

• Ice  cores  reveal  that  the  global  temperature has  been constantly fluctuating.  That  means global
warming is a natural phenomena.

• Numerous natural cycles produce the changes in global temperature when they interact with each
other.

• Ice cores reveal a century temperature cycle named the Antarctic  Centennial Oscillation (ACO)
which has been occurring for the past 226 millennia.

• A combination of existing natural cycles can be used to predict future changes in global temperature
without factoring in atmospheric CO2.

• Ice  cores  indicate  that  the  Natural  Global  Warming  (NGW)  hypothesis  seems  to  be  a  good
alternative to Anthropogenic Climate Change.

• Similar ice core research by Zhao and Feng showed no correlation between temperature and CO 2

levels over 11,000 years, but that the climate is influenced over the long term by solar activity.1

Cosmo-climatology

• Mass Coronal Ejections produce solar magnetic fields which protects Earth from cosmic rays.
• There is a strong correlation between low solar flare activity and cloud formation due to cosmic rays

forming nuclei for moisture condensation.
• A low solar  magnetic  field  leads  to  cloud  formation  which  reflects  sunlight  and lowers  global

temperature.
• Supernova formation in the past 500 million years correlates with major changes in climate.
• Marine biodiversity and activity matches supernova rate (and therefore cosmic ray intensity) for the

past 500 million years.
• Climate and life have controlled the concentration of carbon dioxide in the atmosphere in the past.
• Climate is  strongly connected with cosmic ray intensity in  the past  and is  independent of solar

activity when viewed at 20 million year intervals.

1  – 
www.researchgate.net/publication/268882338_Correlation_between_solar_activity_and_the_local_temperature_of_Antarctica_during_t
he_past_11000_years 
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The Important Role of Water and Water Vapour

• Water and water vapour (AKA humidity) are the dominant influencers of weather.
• Water vapour is the most powerful greenhouse gas and the one with the highest concentration in the

atmosphere.
• There is 5-10x more water   vapour   than carbon dioxide in the air and that’s also 5,000x more than the

amount of methane.
• Methane and nitrous oxide only absorb 10% of the incoming solar radiation in very narrow bands of

infra red radiation.
• Carbon dioxide has 4 narrow bands of incoming infra red radiation that it absorbs and only one of

those is 100%.
• Water vapour has 7 broad bands of incoming infra red radiation that it absorbs and three of those are

100%.
• Methane has 2 narrow bands which absorbs <50% of re-radiated infra red radiation (heat).
• Nitrous  oxide  has  4  narrow  bands  which  absorbs  approximately  90%  of  re-radiated  infra  red

radiation (heat).
• Carbon dioxide has 2 broader bands which absorbs 100% of re-radiated infra red radiation (heat).
• Water vapour absorbs re-radiated infra red radiation across the whole range where ⅔ of that range is

100% absorbed.
• Clouds and precipitation further affect weather by shading, reflecting and blocking solar radiation.
• The dynamics of water vapour as a changeable factor in weather, and therefore climate, makes it

almost impossible to model climate when it is factored in, especially as oceans, land and altitude all
dynamically impact it.

Tropical Convection: Cooling the Atmosphere

• Deep  Convection  forms  cumulonimbus  clouds
and storms. (see photo2) This is the major way
the surface of Earth is cooled

• As hot air rises by convection it cools (Adiabatic
Lapse Rate) releasing heat as infra red radiation.
This  heat  carried  by the rising air  radiates  out
into space.

• More  infra  red  radiation  is  directed  upwards
towards space than downwards.

• If it wasn't for moisture in the atmosphere Earth
would be 45ºC hotter (60ºC) and uninhabitable.

• It  is  not accurate  to  say that  greenhouse gases
“trap the heat”. Instead, they inhibit the flow of
infra red radiation (heat) into space.

• Greenhouses gases absorb solar radiation and heat up. They radiate this heat in all directions and so
lose it.

• A doubling of carbon dioxide concentration in the atmosphere would lead to a drop in cooling by
30%, as an upper estimate.

• A rise  in  air  temperature  caused  by  greenhouse  gasses  creates  more  Deep  Convection  activity
leading to a stabilization of temperature – 1ºC rise → 10% rise in convection cooling.

• An increase in greenhouse gasses leads to more clouds which shade the surface of the Earth and
reduces the temperature.

Reflections on the Iris Effect

• Cloud formation depends on many influences, not just ground temperature. The Iris Effect is one of

2 – PHOTO: Chris Smart (Coffs Harbour, 2020)
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these.
• The Iris Effect is a strong negative feedback which works to greatly diminish the importance of

carbon dioxide induced global warming.
• The Iris Effect explains why the tropics have remained stable historically, even though there has

been large variations in the temperature difference with the poles in the distant past.
• Doubling carbon dioxide concentration in the air is properly predicted to only lead to a 2% change

in the heat balance of the atmosphere.
• There is considerable opposition from pro climate change meteorologists to the idea and impact of

the Iris Effect. For example: The editor of a meteorological journal was replaced for publishing pro
Iris Effect research articles.

Rainfall Powered Aviation

• Climate statements saying, “unprecedented” are usually untrue when compared to long-term (>100
yr) records.

• Linking anthropogenic climate change to recent Australian droughts as a “certainty” by scientists
should be treated with caution.

• The BOM’s expensive POAMA climate model is less accurate in predicting medium-term monthly
rainfall than pencil-&-paper methods based on 30-year long-term monthly averages.

• POAMA predictions can be around 0-4% accurate, so why do Climate scientists persist in using it?
• AI rainfall prediction methods (ANN) are cheaper and more accurate than computer climate models

that simulate atmospheric and oceanic conditions.
• ANN learns from past rainfall records and uses the SOI, Ninŏ indices, Pacific Ocean temperature

patterns and DMI.

Wildfires in Australia: 1851 to 2020

• The Wilderness Concept of ‘Nature in Balance’ has no basis in ecological science and is therefore a
myth.

• Ecological  succession  in  open  eucalypt  forests  will  occur  over  time  with  a  shift  to  temperate
rainforest species if there are not enough fires for seed germination.

• There is no consistent method for determining the severity of bushfires in Australia.
• Bushfire records:

◦ VIC
▪ 1851 – 5 million ha. burnt (VIC)
▪ 1939 – 2 million ha. burnt (VIC)
▪ 2019-2020   – 1.4 million ha. burnt (VIC)

◦ NSW
▪ 1950-51 – 7.2 million ha. burnt (NSW)
▪ 2019-2020   – 5.4 million ha. burnt (NSW)

◦ AUST
▪ 1974-75 – 117 million ha. burnt (AUST)
▪ 2012-13 – 21 million ha. burnt (AUST)
▪ 2019-2020   – 20 million ha. burnt (AUST)

• Temperature records in most areas have increased since 2011 when temperature probe readings were
not taken over a 60 second period and averaged. They are now taken instantaneously and actually
record temperature fluctuations due to breeze and wind.

• Summer temperatures since 1860 has cycled through a narrow band of ups and downs, showing no
obvious increase until 2011 when the measurement method changed.

• Rainfall records for Australia show it is getting wetter, especially for the last 50 years.
• There is a perception that there was more rainforest in Australia in the past, but there was actually

more grassland. It has been taken over by scrub since the 1950s because of the lack of regular fires.
• Remnant  scrub  is  classified  as  being  in  existence  for  only  15  years,  not  being  there  before
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settlement.

Rewriting Australia’s Temperature History

• In 2018, the Bureau of Meteorology (BOM) mathematically re-altered
(“homogenised”) the historic temperature readings across Australia.

• Their reason was to account for the change to modern equipment and
for the relocation of some weather stations.

• The result of the re-homogenisation was a 23% in warming compared
to the first homogenization in 2011.

• As a check, an analysis of Rutherglen and Darwin temperature date
was undertaken by Dr Marohasy because these weather stations had
not been relocated.

• The analysis showed that homogenization had cooled the past readings
significantly  so  that  modern  readings  were  warmer  –  supporting
anthropogenic climate change.

• A scientific paper on the Darwin analysis was refused publication in a
meteorological journal without a reason given.

Read these internet articles also.3

Perspectives on Sea Levels

• Sea levels are rising and falling at different rates in various places on the globe due to a number of
different causes. 

• Sea levels vary year-to-year and over the long-term.
• The UN’s IPCC estimates of the rise in global sea levels should not be accepted as accurate.
• It’s 1.7mm/yr rate of rise is almost double that with is recorded (1mm/yr).
• The IPCC’s predicted rate of increase in the rise sea levels of 98cm by 2100 are doubtful. Empirical

scientific measurements, plus problems with computer climate models produce this doubt.
• Long term natural trends in sea levels indicate that local impacts will see sea level rises varying

greatly in the future.
• Large-scale land mass movements cause the sea level to rise and fall.
• Continental  Europe and North America have been slowly rising since the last  glaciation around

9,000 year ago. This is known as the Post-Glacial Rebound effect.
• Large cities are sinking slowly due to the weight of buildings and the loss of ground water producing

a rise in sea levels at the tide gauges. (e.g. Adelaide, SA)
• Sea levels go through periods of stability, decline and increase which can last up to several decades,

according to tide gauges.
• Natural fluctuations hinder the creation of accurate models for estimating the future.
• No global estimates of sea levels from models are the same as those observed.
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Climate Science and Policy-based Evidence

• People  use  confirmation  bias  by  finding  evidence  to  support  their  theory  without  considering
alternative propositions.

• Climate  Change  ‘science’ is  often  pseudo-science  because  it  uses  confirmation  bias  to  support
hypotheses that can be presented as fact.

• Global  temperatures  between  about  2004  and  2014  flat-lined.  A paper  prepared  for  the  Paris

3 –  joannenova.com.au/2015/06/if-it-cant-be-replicated-it-isnt-science-bom-admits-temperature-adjustments-are-secret/ 
       www.iceagenow.info/australia-bom-caught-tampering-climate-data/ 
       www.spectator.com.au/2019/03/the-hottest-summer-on-record-except-for-the-ones-that-weve-changed 
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Agreement in 2015 eliminated it.
• Confirmation bias, monetary gain and emotion has led to an estimated 50+% of published medical

findings being found to be fake.
• Climate  ‘science’  does  not  follow  good  science  of  transparency,  critical  data  scrutiny  and

anonymous peer review prior to publication.
• The ‘Climategate’ scandal revealed extensive collusion among the climate science community and

publishers.

On Blind Beetles and Shapeshifting Birds: Research Grants and Climate Catastrophism

• True science doesn’t rely on the authority of the speaker but on real scientific evidence.
• Governments rely on the authority of scientific institutions to guide their decisions because they

don’t have the expertise to assess the evidence.
• Scare campaigns by environmental activists  are promoted by the media which puts pressure on

governments to release funds for Anthropogenic Global Warming (AGW) research.
• Consensus is not determined by science, but it does makes government policy.
• Scientific advice to government by specialist organisations are not disinterested or objective, they

are economically based in an attempt to secure research funding.
• Investigations show that government-funded research and development has a negative effect on the

economy – the reverse of what is claimed.
• Removing socialist  practices and increasing competition in science would see better  progress in

science.
• Science manipulates governments (for good or bad) because it is the most informed.
• Scientists and universities harness green group scare campaigns to change government policy and

increase  research  funding.  This  is  a  self-reinforcing  arrangement  which  controls  elected
governments.

• The Australian Research Council (ARC) determines where government funding is spent on research.
The government is forbidden by law to interfere with ARC decisions.

• Neither federal or state governments are accountable for how universities use their research funds.
• Numerous researchers have had to give their  studies an AGW bias to  enable them to get  ARC

funding.

A Descent into Sceptics’ Hell

• The economic cost to Australia to reduce emissions to meet the Paris Accord target is estimated to be
$52 billion for 2018-2030.

• Contrary to the theory, renewable subsidy schemes do not cease when a carbon price is introduced.
• IPCC’s predictions are less catastrophic than those activists and the media promote.
• The IPCC ironed out global temperature fluctuations creating a straight line which eliminated the

Mediaeval Warm Period and the Little Ice Age.
• IPCC uses the Shirky Principle: “Institutions try to preserve the problem to which they have the

solution”.
• Climate change evidence is built for AGW by excluding evidence to build consensus – i.e. they

eliminate what divides people’s opinions to produce a theory that all agree on.
• Models are only as good as the assumptions and the data fed into them. They don’t scale or interact

in predictable ways.
• Reports of model results are produced by people who were not involved in developing the models

and have no idea of their properties or shortcomings.
• The general public constantly believe in ‘the wisdom of the Guardians’4.
• ‘Climategate’ revealed the conspiracy to promote worst-case scenarios, to suppress research which

didn’t fit the narrative, and to destroy careers of those who did not agree.
• The expression “97% of scientists endorse AGW” comes from 97% of journal articles on climate

4 – From Plato’s “Republic”
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change which endorse humans as the cause.
• BOM automatic weather stations did not record temperatures below -10ºC until it was pointed out to

them in 2017.
• The  BOM uses  it’s  own meteorological  standards  rather  than  global  standards,  but  there  is  no

independent verification that it applies it’s own standards.
• “I further believe catastrophic arguments are built on shoddy data and even shoddier modelling, and

that nearly every idea that has been proposed for radical action is very bad indeed.”5

READ: Judith Curry (2017) “Climate Models for Layman” [PDF] –  LINK

*This document will be updated each time IPA releases new Fact Sheets.

Laurence
3-1-2021
(www.CanberraForerunners.org)
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5 – Scott Hargreaves, ex-Manager of sustainability for a renewable energy company.
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